Blackbird         Beatles
Hear this song at: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7epRPz0LGPE (original key G)
From: Richard G’s Ukulele Songbook  www.scorpexuke.com

[G0C0E0] [G0C2E1] [G0C4E3] [G0C0E3A7]

**Verse 1:**  [G0C0E0] Black bird [G0C2E1] singing
In the [G0C4E3] dead of [G0C0E3A7] night
And [Abdim] learn to [Am/C] fly [C+]
[G] All [D] your [F] life [Fm]
[C] You were only [D] waiting
For this [G7] moment to a[C]rise

[F] [G0C0E3] [G2E0C2] [G0C2E1] [G0C0E0]

[G0C0E0] Black bird [G0C2E1] singing
In the [G0C4E3] dead of [G0C0E3A7] night
And [Abdim] learn to [Am/C] see [C+]
[G] All [D] your [F] life [Fm]
[C] You were only [D] waiting
For this [G7] moment to be [C] free

Into the [Gm7] light of a dark black

[G0C0E0] Night [G0C2E1] [G0C4E3] [G0C0E3A7]
[Am6] [F#dim] [G7] [Abdim] [Am/C] [C+]
[G] [D] [F] [Fm] [C] [D] [G7] [C]

Into the [Gm7] light of a dark black

[G0C0E0] Night [G0C2E1] [G0C4E3] [G0C0E3A7].......

[G0C0E0] [G0C2E1] [G0C4E3] [G5C5E5] [G0C4E3] [G2C0E2] [G0C2E1]

**Repeat Verse 1**

[F] You were [C] only [Am6] waiting for this [G7] moment to a[C]rise
[F] You were [C] only [Am6] waiting for this [G7] moment to a[C]rise

Optional chords to replace first Bb and F in Black bird fly:  Bb G3C2E1A5
F   G2C0E1A3

Chords to use to get the descending note effect in All your life section:  Normal G then D G7C6E5 F G5C5E5 Fm G5C5E4 C G5C4E3 D G2C2E2 G7 G0C2E1 C G0C0E0. Do not play A string.